
Day 5



Starter April 20th
What was the Japanese goal in the Pacific? Why was that their goal? 



Not your father’s war
World War I was a war of trenches, a strategy that was necessary because of the 
advancement in technology such as the maxim gun, barbed wire, mustard gas, and 
usage of planes as weapons. 

France assumed this would be the strategy Germany would use against them so they 
began prepping the countryside with trenches and other fortifications.

Germany however would use a new method of attack that completely changed how 
the war would be fought. This strategy is known as the Blitzkrieg



When World War II began, Germany used a “lightning war” 
strategy called blitzkrieg that relied on fast, strong attacks using 

air raids, artillery, & tanks

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H4krV180eRQ


Poland
On September 1, 1939, German troops 
invaded Poland. Britain and France 
declared war two days later.
On September 17, Soviet troops invaded 
Poland from the east.
In less than a month, German forces 
captured Poland which surrendered on 
September 27.
For Hitler, the conquest of Poland was 
only the beginning. He then captured 
Denmark and Norway.
In May of 1940, German troops invaded 
Belgium, Holland, and Luxembourg and 
marched into France.



US response 
In response to Germany’s invasion of Poland, FDR persuades Congress in special session to 
allow the US to aid European democracies in a limited way:

The US could sell weapons to the  European democracies on a “cash-and-carry” basis.

FDR was authorized to proclaim danger zones which US ships and citizens could not enter.

Results of the 1939 Neutrality Act:

● Aggressors could not send ships to buy US munitions.
● The US economy improved as European demands for war goods helped bring the country 

out of the

1937-38 recession.
America becomes the “Arsenal of Democracy.”





North African Campaign 1940-1943

The North African military campaigns of World War II were waged between September 13, 
1940, and May 13, 1943. 

They were strategically important for both the Western Allies and the Axis powers. The Axis 
powers aimed to deprive the Allies of access to Middle Eastern oil supplies, to secure and 
increase Axis access to the oil, and to cut off Britain from the material and human resources of 
its empire in Asia and Africa. 

In addition, after the disastrous defeat in Western Europe in spring 1940, the North African 
campaign offered the Allies the opportunity to open up a new front against the Axis, and, after 
Germany invaded the Soviet Union in June 1941, to ease German pressure on the Eastern 
Front.

https://www.ushmm.org/wlc/en/article.php?ModuleId=10005177
https://www.ushmm.org/wlc/en/article.php?ModuleId=10005164






Germany’s expansion 





Operation Barbarossa: Hitler’s Biggest Mistake
On June 22, 1941, Adolf Hitler launched his 
armies eastward in a massive invasion of 
the Soviet Union: three great army groups 
with over three million German soldiers, 150 
divisions, and three thousand tanks 
smashed across the frontier into Soviet 
territory. 

The invasion covered a front from the North 
Cape to the Black Sea, a distance of two 
thousand miles. 

Barbarossa was the crucial turning point in 
World War II, for its failure forced Nazi 
Germany to fight a two-front war against a 
coalition possessing immensely superior 
resources.









Fall of France

Start at 25:00 for initial invasion, skip to 47:00 for 
fall of France

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LAGZpJ8FCaU






Battle of Britain
•Hitler crushes France in June 1940

•Hitler’s last enemy was Great Britain, who 
along with France had been defeated at the 
battle of Dunkirk

•Battle of Britain, largest air battle ever 
fought in the history of warfare.

•July to November 1940 and was won by the 
Royal Air Force (RAF or British Air Force).

•First major German loss in WWII and forced 
Hitler to change his strategy

•British people fought for their country and a 
possible Nazi invasion (Operation Sea Lion).

•Hitler wanted to gain air supremacy. 



“Their Finest Hour”

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z9amZ8McoBA




LEND LEASE ACT

•RENTING, LEASING, GIVING BRITAIN AND LATER 
SOVIET UNION AND CHINA, MILITARY WEAPONS TO 

ARM THEM AGAINST THE GERMANS AND JAPANESE…

•FDR’s FINAL ATTEMPT TO REMAIN NEUTRAL!

•USA BECOMES THE “ARSENAL OF DEMOCRACY”















http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RIIN0Ug8wg8

